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Abstract—In this paper a real-time vision based power line 
extraction solution is investigated for active UAV guidance. The 
line extraction algorithm starts from ridge points detected by 
steerable filters. It follows a collinear line segments fitting 
algorithm that considers global and local information together 
with multiple collinear measurements. GPU boosted algorithm 
implementation is also investigated in the experiments. The 
experimental result shows that the proposed algorithm 
outperforms two baseline line detection algorithms and is able to 
detect long collinear line segments. The low computational cost of 
the algorithm makes it suitable for real-time applications. 
 
Index Terms—Gaussian Kernel, Line Detection, Line Segment 
Grouping, Power Line, Ridge Points, Steerable Filter, Unmanned 
Aerial System. 
I.  INTRODUCTION 
he benefits that Unmanned Aerial Systems (UAS) could 
offer for remote inspection of assets and infrastructure are 
imminent. There are already providers that offer inspection 
services using small vertical takeoff and landing UAS with 
onboard sensors such as cameras 1 . These systems are 
particularly of interest to energy companies that spend 
significant budget annually to monitor and inspect their 
electrical infrastructure. The outcome of such task is an 
overwhelming amount of data that needs to be processed 
either manually or automatically. This sector will soon start 
facing a well-known challenge of data manipulation and 
storage.  The difficulties will soon be in the automatic data 
interpretation and manipulation. In this paper, we propose an 
approach for automatic power line extraction from aerial 
imagery. 
Observing the real world, power lines have unique 
characteristics that distinguish themselves from the 
surrounding  objects, such as:  1) power lines are "linear" 
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objects that are approximately parallel to each other. 2) 
typically, there is no occlusion over the power lines and the 
background is natural scenery. 3) power lines are made of  
special materials, and appears  with  homogeneous brightness. 
4) power lines  appears  as  thick or thin  lines  in aerial 
images, whose left and right side pixels have similar 
magnitude with opposite direction  and  should be locally 
parallel to each other.  5) power lines vary in width and 
appearance color.  Based on these characteristics, the problem 
of detecting power lines is considered as the problem of 
detecting in images a linear band with different widths. Linear 
bands in images are caused by features such as fences, roads, 
river, etc and are basically a straight line segment of a given 
thickness. 
Recently many line detection algorithms have been 
proposed for edge lines rather than for thick or thin lines. Most 
of the existing line detectors are based on the gradient 
direction or magnitude and produce two edge lines, which 
makes them unsuitable for power line detection [1]-[2]. In 
addition, edge-based approaches usually generate too many 
edges, making the process of line detection and identification 
very lengthy. The difficulty of obtaining parallel lines in an 
image could become much more difficult given other objects 
such as trees and buildings. Furthermore, the detected line 
features are usually broken into small segments because of the 
noise in the image. Alternatively, grouping collinear linear 
segments and estimating some properties (e.g., number of 
lines and their location in the image) from these segments 
would help to alleviate this problem. 
Several authors have proposed solutions to the power line 
detection problem. In [3] a template-based method for automat 
condition assessment of overhead line components is proposed, 
however their method is quite slow for real-time applications. 
Only proximity attributes of Gelstalt principals [6] is used in 
the collinear line segment clustering algorithm proposed in [4] 
and [5]. They proposed center line extraction by hierarchical 
grouping based on which adjacent line segments are grouped 
to generate a new line segment until no new line segments 
occurs. However, the approach requires recalculating the 
global link-matrix which contains connectivity of any two 
lines (segments once two line segments are merged together). 
Moreover, local searching of collinear line segments cannot 




In [7] a global segment grouping algorithm is proposed 
through base line, but their collinear check properties are too 
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 simple. Both contributions in [5] and [7] worked on edge maps 
obtained from edge detectors which makes the detection 
process dependant on the type and quality of the edge detector. 
In this paper, a new real-time power line detection 
algorithm is proposed by combining steerable filters and line 
segment groupings. Moreover, a global and local line segment 
grouping approach is also proposed. The approach connects 
broken collinear linear segments that are supposed to belong 
to the same line.  
II.  POWER LINE LOCALIZATION 
In this section, the proposed power line detection algorithm 
is presented together with the local and global line segment 
grouping. The main idea behind power line localization is to 
get the center line of power lines through ridge point detection, 
and then cluster collinear line segments locally and globally to 
generate long power lines based on Gestalt properties [6]. 
Figure 1 shows the procedure of power line extraction. 
 
 
Fig. 1.  Workflow for power line extraction algorithm. 
A.  Ridge Points Detection 
Line segments can be identified by detecting the center 
lines (ridge points) of linear patterns. Most previous power 
line detection methods used edge detection, which we believe 
are not appropriate because: 1) a thick power line segment 
represented with more than two pixels in an image will be 
detected as two parallel edge lines after edge detection; 2) due 
to the complexity of the environment (e.g. nearby linear 
objects such as fences and roads) many false positive edge 
lines will also be detected.  In this paper, we propose oriented 
Gaussian filter to detect ridge points in images. 
The new energy functions calculated from the second 
derivative of oriented Gaussian filters and its pair quadrature 
filters are used to extract candidate center line points. 
Gaussian derivatives work well to detect elongated structures 
with small width variations along their principal axes because 
they are the band-pass filters, which filters out lines whose 
widths are smaller than a given threshold. In addition, 
Gaussian derivative energy functions suppress the noise and 
are robust since all pixels within the filter kernel are used. The 
algorithm steps are  described below: 
1) Calculate the ridge energy functions of the steerable 
filter in N directions; 
2) Determine the principal direction for each pixel; 
3) Set each pixel value as its ridge energy at the principal 
direction 
To address the computational burden of using filters at 
various orientation to detect lines with different orientations, 
we use  steerable Gaussian derivatives [8]. More details about 
steerable filters and ridge point detection are given in [9]. 
B.  Line Segments Grouping 
Real world images are noisy. Linear features usually appear 
broken because among other factors, the non-uniform lighting 
in outdoor scenarios. Hence, grouping broken segments may 
be one way to reconstruct a line. Contrary to the approach 
proposed in [7] and [10], this paper proposed a global and 
local line segments grouping methods based on Gestalt 
principals.  
    1)  Ridge Map Pre-processing 
In order to generate only one response for a line and reduce 
the computational time, our method works on fitting ridge 
lines instead of the edge map as general methods do. 
Firstly the obtained ridge map is thresholded into a binary 
image, then ridge points are grouped using the connected 
components analysis technique. Next, a line is fitted to each 
connected component using the weighted least squares 
algorithm, and the start and end points of the fitted line will be 
used to represent each connected components. The following 
line segment grouping will work on the fitting line rather than 
the pixels of each connected components. Figure 2 shows the 
pre-processing results of the ridge map. 
 
 
Fig. 2 Pre-processing of ridge map. Red line represents the fitting line to the 
corresponding connected components. 
    2)  Line Segments Grouping based on Combination of 
Global and Local Information 
The grouping mechanism of our methods is different from 
the conventional approaches in that both global and local 
information is used together with multiple collinear 
measurements. In order to overcome the disadvantages of 
local collinear grouping, guide lines are obtained first from the 
collinear line segments, then  the  line segments belonging to a 
guide line will be split into different clusters, and then the line 
that is fitted to each line segment cluster is considered as the 
final line segment. Figure 3 shows the steps in line segment 
grouping. 
Guide lines are obtained globally from all line segments 
based on Gestalt principals. The Gestalt psychologists found a 
set of important properties for collinear line segments 
grouping: proximity, continuity, similarity, closure and 
symmetry [6]. In this paper, proximity, continuity and 
similarity are used as primary constraints for guide line 
generation:  
1) Proximity: closer line segments may be grouped with 
high probability. 
 2) Continuity: the power lines are continuous 
3) Similarity: the collinear line segments appear with 
similar geometric and radiometric similarities such as 
similar direction, image pixel value. 
 
 
Fig. 3. Line segments grouping flow. The long blue line represents the 
obtained guide line and the color lines around the guide lines are the line 
segments which yield the guide line. 
Those collinear attributes can be calculated quantitatively 
from the geometric relationships between the collinear 
segments. Figure 4 gives an example of the geometric 
relationship between two collinear line segments. Proximity is 
computed by the transverse gap g! = g!" + g!", continuity is 
described as the angle ! between two line segments and the 
collinear measurement θ = θ! + θ! , and similarity is 
calculated by ∆p = |p! − p!|  in which p!  and p!  are the 
characteristics of line segment seg! and seg!. At each group 
iteration, collinear lines can be found by the collinear 
measures g!, !, θ and ∆p. In addition, combination of θ and g! 
can remove the close parallel lines. Because g! and θ  of the 
close parallel lines is larger than the collinear lines. 
 
 
Fig. 4. Geometric relationships between two collinear line segment that is 
used to calculate the collinear properties [11]. 
Guide lines are obtained based on the above collinear 
properties and the process is described in Figure 5: 
Figure 3(a) shows the obtained guide line and its associated 
segments. After guide lines are found globally, each guide line 
will be processed individually to retrieve the real line. As 
shown in Figure 3(b) and Figure 3(c), for each guide line, the 
surrounding line segments are grouped into different clusters 
based on the property difference and gap of the adjacent line 
segments. In order to reduce the computation time, the 
surrounding line segments are sorted based on their start 
points (start point is in front of end point), and all mapped to 
their guide line.  For each guide line, the local grouping starts 
from the line segment with the smallest start point, when the 
project gap and radiometric property difference of two 
adjacent line segments, the line segments will be separated 
here to form a cluster, and then grouping resume from that 
separation points. Figure 3(d) indicate the grouping results in 
which line segments inside the blue rectangle box belong to 
the same cluster.  
1: input: a set of line segments !"#!   (! = 1,… ,!) 
    Output: a set of guide line sets !"!  and the corresponding 
fitting lines of each guide line set !!  (! = 1,… ,!) 
2: ! =0, ! 1:! = !"#$%, !"! = []  // ! indicates if the line is processed or 
not; ! counts the number of guide lines 
3: for each unprocessed line segment !"#!  
4: {  initialize !"!+= !"#! , fit a line !!  to !"! , set ! ! = !"#$,  ! + + 
5:     for each unprocessed line segment !"#!  (! ≠ !) 
6:    {  calculate the collinear measurements g!, !, θ of !"#!  and the fitting 
line !!  
7:             if all collinear measurements are smaller then  
8:            {  !"!+= !"#! , update the line !!  by the least-square fitting 
algorithm, set ! ! = !"#$ 
9:           } 
10:    } 
11: } 
 
Fig. 5. Pseudo code of guide line extraction. 
C.  Desirable Line Selection 
While grouping line segment according to the algorithm, 
spurious line segments are grouped as well which degrades the 
final line identification. One criteria used to remove spurious 
lines is that longer lines are much more favorable, hence have 
priority. Figure 6 shows the selection procedure of desirable 
lines. For each clustered line segments, a line is fitted to them, 
and if the length of the fitting line is smaller than a threshold, 
it will be deserted. 
 
 
Fig. 6. Selected desirable lines. 
III.  EXPERIMENTS 
This section presents the experimental results.  A number 
of aerial images taken from our flight trials with an UAV have 
been used in the test. The images were taken at altitude 
ranging from 20 to 60 meters above power lines. A   power 
line in an image is represented as at least 2 pixels. The 
configuration of the testing computer is with Intel® Core™ i5-
2500 CPU (3.30GHz), 8 GB memory, and Quadro 600 GPU 
having 96 CUDA cores.  
A.  Comparison with Two Line Detection Methods 
Figure 7 shows the detection results of the proposed 
algorithm. It can be seem that the proposed algorithm provide 
favorable results by giving only one response for a line and 




Fig. 7. Detection result of the proposed algorithm 
 
Two state-of-the-art  line detection  methods,  LSD [2] and 
EDLines [1], are used to  benchmark our proposed algorithm. 
Both of these algorithms detect lines based on edges in which 
EDLines is the fastest algorithm. Figure 8 shows more 
comparison results of our algorithms to LSD and EDLines in 
which each row represents a test set and the columns from left 
to right are the input image and the results of EDLines, LSD 
and our algorithm respectively. The images show that our 
algorithm outperforms two baseline algorithms by removing 
the noise lines and obtaining the complete power lines than the 
baseline algorithms do. The reason is that these two 
algorithms do not take advantages of the power line properties, 
and they cannot recognize the objects. In addition, both LSD 
and EDLines generate two responses for each power line as 
they use the edge map, and our algorithm works on the center 
line instead. 
Table I provides comparison results of the computational 
cost among our algorithm and two baseline algorithms. Our 
algorithm runs much faster than LSD and EDLines algorithms, 
which make it more suitable for UAV active guidance and 
feature extraction from UAV videos. Although line segment 
grouping is most time consuming step in our algorithm due to 
the iterative line fitting and pixel searching, our algorithm still 
meets requirements of UAV active guidance. The reason is 
that textures (e.g., grass) have been suppressed by the band-
pass steerable filters, while line fitting and pixel searching are 
applied to all edge points for EDLines and region growing 
method is applied on the gradient map of the whole image in 
LSD algorithm.  
 
TABLE I 
COMPUTATIONAL COST (MS) 
Image Pixel Size EDLines LSD Our algorithm 
1 729×703 26.34 810   4.2 
2 1384×712 44.02 1900 18.6 
3 1368×632 45.3 2100 21.3 
4 1369×696 98.11 2500 22.4 
5 1152×675 54.78 1890 20.1 
6 1111×685 37.7     1200 17.3 
7 566×369 9.2     800 2.1 
B.  Comparison with GPU-boosted Algorithm 
Our algorithm consists of two steps: 1) ridge map 
generation, and 2) single line extraction from the result of step 
1) in which ridge map generation can be optimized using GPU 
as many matrix operations are involved. The ridge point 
detection is implemented using OpenCV CPU and GPU 
respectively.  Table II provides the comparison results of CPU 
and GPU implementations. GPU requires GpuMat which can 
work directly in its own memory, and OpenCV standard 
matrix Mat should be converted into GpuMat. Memory 
allocation and data conversion on GPU are considerable, it is 
recommended that GPU memory is allocated only once during 
the first call. In the implementations of both “optimized 
OpenCV GPU” and “Optimized OpenCV GPU using 
asynchronous calls”, GPU matrix is declared outside the 
function, and passed to the ridge points detection function. In 
addition, “Optimized OpenCV GPU using asynchronous calls” 
implementation is also optimized using asynchronous 
OpenCV GPU calls.  
It can be seen from Table II that CPU implementation is 
surprisingly is approximately 3 times faster than the two GPU-
boosted implementations. The reason could be that conversion 
from OpenCV standard matrix to GPU matrix takes too much 
time. Taking a 1369x696 image for an example, conversion 
takes approximate 0.23ms which is almost close to 
computation time of the CPU implementation. Lesson learned 
from our experiments is that not all GPU functions will boost 
the computation than the standard functions in OpenCV. 
Alternatively, we believe that a native implementation using 
CUDA or OpenCL could unleash the realtime potential of 
GPU for power line detection. 
 
TABLE II 











 0.228169 0.232412 
Total 
Filtering 
0.226147 0.606079  0.620813 
Total 0.391791 0.9679 0.990641 
 
IV.  CONCLUSION 
In this paper, a real-time vision-based power line extraction 
solution is investigated. The proposed power line extraction 
method consists of two steps: 1) ridge point generation using 
ridge energy; and 2) line segment extraction from the binary 
ridge map. A collinear line segment grouping method is 
developed to generate long lines and remove noisy line 
segments. The experimental results demonstrated the 
effectiveness the low computational cost of the proposed line 
extraction algorithm.  
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Fig. 8. Results Comparison: each row represents a test set, column 1 are the original images, column 2-4 are the detection results by EDLines, LSD and our 
algorithm respectively 
